
Teacher notes

Lesson plan 1

Activity 1
The  pictures  are  shown  in  a  powerpoint  presentation if  possible. 
Sometimes photocopies are not clear enough and so students can have 
the pictures in colour.  When they have to add two more objects some 
students may need help. (see activity 1 in lesson plan 1).

Activity 2
Before  starting  this  activity  the  teacher  has  to  explain  not  only  what 
students have to do, but  also metal,  glass,  wood or timber and plastic 
showing some of the objects in class. (see activity 2  in lesson plan 1).

Activity 3
While students do this activity the teacher moves around the class in order 
to evaluate their  work and talking.  Students have writing and speaking 
support. Then make them read some of the questions/answers in plenary 
group. (see activity 3  in lesson plan 1).

Activity 4
For this activity the teacher has to explain something like this:

A computer keyboard is made of plastic, a TV screen is made of glass, a car 
bodywork of metal and a table of wood. Plastic, glass, metal and wood are 
examples  of  materials  that  are  used  in  object  production.  Materials  are 
different from each other due to their properties. Supermarket bags are made 
of materials which are cheap and light such as paper or plastic, because they 
have to protect food without increasing its price and have to be easily carried 
home. Pans are made of metal or clay, but can not be made of plastic or 
wood because they will burn in contact with fire. Credit cards are made of 
plastic to make them light, so they don’t break if they fall down or don’t get wet 
when  it  rains.  Before  making  an  object  you  have  to  know  its  uses  and 
conditions of use. Then you will know the properties the material has to have 
and you will choose the most appropriate material.
Activity 5

They have to fill the next table which could be like this:

Metal Wood Glass Plastic Other materials
car bodywork table TV screen computer keyboard supermarket bags

pans tool handle window supermarket bags pans
jewellery floor glass credit cards vase

screw chair glasses pen wall
tool pencil cooking tray beverage bottle floor

Bold words are those that have been added
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If  they  don’t  have  time  to  do  this  activity  in  class  this  could  be  for 
homework. (see activity 5  in lesson plan 1).
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 2

Activity 6

The powerpoint properties2 shows the main properties of materials, with 
adjectives, concepts and visuals.

Thermal conductivity conductor/conductive insulator/insulating

The chart  has to be done as follows:

Activity 7

When students match the two columns they work in pairs. It is a speaking 
activity. One reads the beginning of the sentence and the other finishes it. 
Then, they do it the other way round. The next chart contains the solution.

When a material is deformed and it 
doesn’t recover its original shape it

is plastic.

The material that bends without breaking is flexible.
Glass has the property of brittleness because it breaks easily with a hit.
If a material let heat go through it, it is a thermal conductor.
If a material doesn’t let electricity go 
through it, it

is an electrical insulator.

Transparency is the property of a material that let light go through it and you can see 
clearly the objects at the other side.

Dense and light are opposite adjectives of the property density.
When water can go through the pores of a 
material, it is called

permeable.

When you try to scratch a material you are testing the hardness of the 
material

Wood is opaque while glass is usually transparent.
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PROPERTY ADJECTIF OPPOSSITE 
ADJECTIF 

Hardness hard soft
Electrical conductivity conductor/conductive insulator/insulating

Flexibility / Stiffness or Rigidity flexible stiff or rigid
Plasticity / Elasticity plastic elastic

Brittleness / Toughness brittle tough
Permeability permeable impermeable

Transparency, translucence and opacity transparent opaque
Density comparison dense light

../powerpoints/properties_02.pdf
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Activity 8
The grid students have to fill in is as follows:

WOOD METAL GLASS PLASTIC
Hardness smooth hard hard smooth/hard

Electrical / heat 
conductivity

insulator conductor insulator insulator

Flexibilility flexible/rigid rigid/stiff rigid flexible
Elasticity or plasticity plastic plastic plastic plastic

Brittleness / Toughness tough tough brittle tough
Permeability permeable impermeable impermeable impermeable

Light behaviour opaque opaque transparent transp.,transl.and 
opaque

Density comparison 
with water

lighter denser denser lighter/denser

• Some of the materials may have opposite properties depending on the 
concrete material of each type: for example, PS is lighter and PMMA is 
denser than water.

• They have to talk with the partner saying for example:
I think metal is hard because you can’t scratch it.

I think plastic is insulator because it doesn’t conduct heat or electricity.

Activity 9
• The teacher tests 4 properties (hardness, electrical conductivity, light 

behaviour and density comparison with water) with the help of 1 or 2 
students, while the others check their previous chart.

• After that students have to write 2 sentences comparing two different 
materials, for example:

Wood is smoother than metal.
Glass is more rigid than plastic.
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 3

Activity 10
Students  have  to  answer  questions  (see  Activity  10)  using  the  writting 
support.  After that they have to talk in pairs: one asks, the other answers and 
after they change roles.
The answers of the questions are as follows:

• Why do we use glass in windows? Could it be substituted by another 
material?

- Because  it  is  transparent  and  environmental  resistant.  It  could  be  
substituted  by  plastic  because  it  is  transparent  but  it  is  not  
environmental resistant.

• Which vessel  will  keep food hot  for  longer,  one of  metal  or  one of 
glass? Why?

- The glass vessel will keep food hot for longer because it is not heat  
conductor.

• Why does the paper used to wrap fish or meat have a plastic layer?
- Because plastic is impermeable and then liquid from fish or meat won’t  

go through it.

• Is  there any advantage to  put  water  in plastic  bottles than in  glass 
bottles?

- Yes, plastic bottles are lighter and tougher than glass bottles.

• Electrical wires are metallic threads covered by plastic. Why?
- Because they have to conduct electricity (metal) but they have to be  

insulator  (plastic)  in  order  not  to  get  an  electrical  shock  when  
manipulating them.

• What material would you choose for an electrician’s ladder? Why?
- Plastic, in order not to get an electrical shock.

Activity 11. CARDS GAME

Students work in groups of 4. There are 20 cards for each group: 4 cards 
have the name of a material (wood, metal, glass and plastic) and the rest are 
properties or sentences comparing materials. Each student receives 5 cards. 
The first  student  who has a card with a material  and at  least three cards 
sentences relating to this material has to put his/her hand in the middle of the 
table saying the name of the material. If there are two or more students in that 
situation the first  who puts the hand in the middle wins, after  reading the 
sentences and being correct. The game proceeds like this: the teacher says 
1,2, 3 and at 3 each student has to get rid of one card and give it to the right 
partner  and  take  the  card  from  the  left  partner.  This  continues  until  one 
student puts his/her hand in the middle of the table shouting the name of the 
material.
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The cards have the following items written on them: (see Activity 11)

Wood 
Metal
Plastic
Glass
It is light (p)
It is transparent (g)
It can be transparent, translucent or opaque (p)
It is stiff (m g)
It is opaque (w m)
It is a heat conductor (m)
It is an electrical insulator (g w p)
It is permeable (w)
It can be easily scratched (w)
It oxidises in contact with air (m)
It is environmental resistant (g)
It is denser than water (m g) 
It can be of many different colours (p)
It is used to make electrical wires (m p)
It is brittle (g)
Depending on its shape it is elastic (w p)

• Once a student puts his/her hand in the middle of the table, he/she has 
to read the information of the four cards aloud. If it is correct it wins the 
game.

• You can repeat the game two or more times. 
• The teacher should make as many copies of the next page as groups 

has in the class, then plastify them and cut them in order to have a set 
of 20 cards for each group.
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Wood MetalPlastic

It can be 
transparent, 

translucent or 
opaque

It is 
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It is 
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than water 
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brittle



Teacher notes

Lesson plan 4

Activity 12
Students have to fill in the next chart. A possible solution could be as follows.

At home In the car In the street In the classroom
computer keyboard side indicators bag ruler

basin (gibrell) wire protection ball pen
tray (safata) bumpers (paraxocs) hose (mànega) pencil case

cutlery buttons pipe (canonada) cog-wheel
flowerpot wheel trims (llantes) straw (canya) flask

In the second part of this activity students have to work in pairs asking and 
answering questions orally (with a speaking support)and fill the previous chart 
if they haven’t done it individually. (see activity 12)

Activity 13  
The teacher will read the following text and students have to fill in the blanks. 
Bold words are the ones they have to write down.

If you need a material not very expensive, light, that can be used without fear 
of  braking,  that  doesn’t  oxydise in  contact  with  air  and  resistant to 
chemicals of drinks, kitchen products and cleaning products, you are looking 
for a plastic.

However, you cannot abuse its use. Not only does it come from oil, which is a 
non-renewable  energy  source,  but  also  a  low amount  of  plastics  are 
degradable and  they  are  expensive  to  recycle,  which  can  be  an 
environmental problem.

From the  previous  text  students  have  to  write  down the  advantages  and 
disadvantages of plastics, which are:

Advantages: 1. not very expensive  2. light 3.  no breaking with use
4. doesn’t oxydise with air  5. resistant to chemicals

Disadvantages: 1. few are degradable 2. expensive to recycle

With  the  question:  What  can  we do to  reduce plastic  use?,  they  have to 
choose two answers that they may be able to put them into practice. They can 
write down any other possibility. Discuss the answers in the plenary.

Activity 14
To do this activity students have their handout (handout 10) but at the same 
time  they  have  the  pictures  projected  in  a  powerpoint  presentation 
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(plasticobjects4).  They  work  in  pairs  to  match  pictures  with  names. 
Afterwards answers are checked in the plenary.  
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 5

Activity 15
Students  have  to  fill  the  chart  given  while  they  are  listening  to  what  the 
teacher  explains  about  symbols,  acronyms,  names  and  uses  of  different 
recycling plastics. The explanation should contain the following information.

Recycling Plastics

 PET  Polyethylene Terephthalate 
Two-litre beverage bottles, mouth wash bottles

 HDPE  High Density Polyethylene 
Milk jugs, rubbish bags, detergent bottles. 

 PVC Polyvinyl Chloride 
Cooking oil bottles 

 LDPE  Low Density Polyethylene 
Grocery bags, food bags, food wrap, bread bags. 

 PP  Polypropylene 
Yoghurt containers, shampoo bottles, straws, margarine tubs, nappies. 

 PS  Polystyrene  
Hot beverage cups, egg cartons, meat trays, CD cases. 

 OTHER 
All other types of plastics or packaging made from more than one type of 
plastic. 
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At the end of the explanation students have to check they have filled in the 
chart correctly, which should be:

Symbol Accronym Name Example

PET Polyethylene 
terephtalate

2Lbottles, mouth 
wash bottles

HDPE High density 
polyethylene

milk jugs, rubbish 
bags, detergent 

bottles

PVC Polyvinyl 
chloride

cooking oil bottles

LDPE Low density  
polyethylene 

grocery bags, food 
bags, food wrap, 

bread bags

PP Polypropylene yoghurt containers, 
shampoo bottles, 
straws, margarine 
tubs, nappies.

PS Polystyrene hot beverage cups, 
egg cartons, meat 
trays, cd cases 

Other
other plastics or 

packaging made of 
more than one 

plastic

You  can  show  the  solution  with  the  powerpoint  presentation.   
(recyclingplastics-5)

Activity 16 The teacher gives students a plastic object. They have to identify 
the plastic and write down a sentence using a writing support. In pairs they 
have to ask and answer questions about their plastic object and the type of 
plastic they have.

Activity 17 Seven students will play a game in order to find out the steps to 
recycle plastics. Each student will have two cards one with a picture and one 
with an explanation. The game starts with the student who has number 1 in its 
explanation, the others don’t have any number. Student number 1 reads his 
explanation and the student who thinks he has the picture that matches with 
that explanation shows the picture to the rest and reads his explanation for 
the next step. The game finishes when student number 1 shows his picture. 
Plastify and cut horizontally, giving one picture card and one explanation card 
to each student. Steps can be stuck on the whiteboard.
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Chopping and Washing 

The plastic is washed and chopped into flakes.

Flotation Tank 
If mixed plastics are being recycled, they are sorted 
in a flotation tank, where some types of plastic sink 

and others float.

Drying

The plastic flakes are dried in a tumble dryer.

Melting

The dried flakes are fed into an extruder, where heat 
and pressure melt the plastic. Different types of 

plastics melt at different temperatures.

Filtering 
The molten plastic is forced through a fine screen to 
remove any contaminants that slipped through the 
washing process. The molten plastic is then formed 

into strands.

Pelletizing 
The strands are cooled in water, then chopped into 
uniform pellets. Manufacturing companies buy the 
plastic pellets from recyclers to make new products. 
Recycled plastics also can be made into flowerpots, 

lumber, and carpeting.  

1. Inspection 
Workers inspect the plastic rubbish for contamin-
ants like rock and glass, and for plastics that the 

plant cannot recycle.
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The recycling plastics steps are:

1. Inspection  
Workers inspect the plastic rubbish for 

contaminants like rock and glass, and for plastics 
that the plant cannot recycle.

2. Chopping and Washing 
The plastic is washed and chopped into flakes.

3. Flotation Tank
If mixed plastics are being recycled, they are sorted 
in a flotation tank, where some types of plastic sink 

and others float.

4. Drying

The plastic flakes are dried in a tumble dryer.

5. Melting

The dried flakes are fed into an extruder, where heat 
and pressure melt the plastic. Different types of 

plastics melt at different temperatures.

6. Filtering
The molten plastic is forced through a fine screen to 
remove any contaminants that slipped through the 
washing process. The molten plastic is then formed 

into strands.

7. Pelletizing
The strands are cooled in water, then chopped into 
uniform pellets. Manufacturing companies buy the 
plastic pellets from recyclers to make new products. 
Recycled plastics also can be made into flowerpots, 

lumber, and carpeting. 
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While the seven students are playing the game the rest of the students have 
to order the pictures writing the number below them. They also have to fill in 
the blanks in the recycling steps explanation (words are given).
Below you have the solution of this activity.

 

 

3     5    7      4   6 1 2 

1.Inspection 
Workers  inspect the plastic rubbish for  contaminants like rock and glass, 
and for plastics that the plant cannot recycle.
2. Chopping and Washing 
The plastic is washed and chopped into flakes.
3. Flotation Tank 
If mixed plastics are being recycled, they are sorted in a flotation tank, where 
some types of plastic float and others sink.
4. Drying
The plastic flakes are dried in a tumble dryer.
5. Melting
The dried flakes are fed into an extruder, where heat and pressure melt the 
plastic. Different types of plastics melt at different temperatures.
6. Filtering
The  molten  plastic  is  forced  through  a  fine  screen to  remove  any 
contaminants that slipped through the washing process. The molten plastic is 
then formed into strands.
7. Pelletizing 
The  strands  are  cooled  in  water,  then  chopped into  uniform  pellets. 
Manufacturing companies buy the plastic pellets from recyclers to make new 
products. Recycled plastics also can be made into  flowerpots lumber, and 
carpeting.   
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Activity 18 Memory game
Seven students will play this game.
Each  student  has  a  card  with  the  title  of  the  different  steps  of  plastics’ 
recycling: 
Student number 1 reads the first step. 
Student number 2 says the first step and reads the second step. 
Student  number  3  says  the  two  previous  steps  and reads  the  third  step. 
Student number 4 says the three previous steps and reads the fourth step. 
Student  number  5  says  the  four  previous  steps  and  reads  the  fifth  step. 
Student  number  6  says  the  five  previous steps and reads  the  sixth  step. 
Student number 7 says the six previous steps and reads the seventh step.

Then the teacher may ask for a volunteer or two to say the seven steps.

You can plastify and cut the seven cards which are:
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1. 
INSPECTION

2. CHOPPING 
and 

WASHING

3. 
FLOTATION 

TANK

4. DRYING 5. MELTING 6. FILTERING

7. 
PELLETIZING



Teacher notes

Lesson plan 6

Activity 19

Students have to make 4 groups.  Each group is going to  test  a property: 
density, thermoplasticity/thermosetting, flame test and heat conductivity.

Density:
The teacher has to prepare the three vessels with water, 50% ethanol and 
10% NaCl.
The  teacher  will  give  students  eight  samples  of  different  plastics:  PMMA 
(polymethylmethacrylate),  LDPE  (low  density   polyethylene),  HDPE  (high 
density  polyethylene),  PS  (polystyrene,  e.g.  toothbrush,  slides),  Expanded 
PS,  UF  (urea-formaldehide  resin,  e.g.  lids),  PP  (polypropylene),  PET 
(polyethylene terephtalate, e.g. cog wheels) and MF (melamine-formaldehide 
resin, e.g. plugs). Examples for the less common plastics are given.

The results for the first grid are written on the right.
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Samples Water 50% Ethanol 10% NaCl

PMMA sinks sinks sinks

LD PE floats floats floats

HDPE floats sinks floats

PS sinks sinks floats

Exp. PS floats floats floats

UF sinks sinks sinks

PP floats floats floats

PET sinks sinks sinks

MF sinks sinks sinks
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The results for the second grid are written below.
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d<0.94 0.94<d<1 1<d<1.08 d>1.08

LDPE HDPE PS PMMA

Exp. PS UF

PP PET

MF



Thermoplasticity and thermosetting:

The  teacher  gives  the  students  the  same  samples  as  the  previous 
experiment.
Warn the students about getting burnt. They have to use pliers.

The results of this experiment are shown in the next grid.

Thermoplastics Thermosets
PMMA UF
LDPE MF
HDPE

PS
Exp. PS

PP
PET

Test flame:

The  teacher  gives  the  students  the  same  samples  as  the  previous 
experiment.
Warn the students about getting burnt. They have to use pliers.

The results of this experiment are shown in the next grid.

Plastic samples flame? 
(yes/no) colour of flame?

huge smoke 
emission? 

(yes/no)

crackling? 
(yes/no)

PMMA yes bright orange no yes

LD PE yes yellow with blue 
centre

no no

HDPE yes yellow with blue 
centre

no no

PS yes yellow yes no

Exp. PS yes yellow yes no

UF yes yellow no no

PP yes yellow with blue 
centre

no no

PET yes bright yellow yes no

MF yes orange no no
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Heat conductivity:

The teacher gives the students 4 vessels: one of metal, PS, HDPE and PP. 
He also gives a thermometer.
The order of conductivity is as follows:

Material Order
Metal 1

PS 4
HDPE 2

PP 3

Activity 20 Report

The students have to write a report (using the writing support) and then read it 
aloud for the rest of the class, while the others have to fill in the different grids 
of the experiments explained.
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 7

Activity 21
The teacher explains the origin of the words monomer and polymer.
Students have to fill in the blanks. The answer is:
 
I  think  salt,  water  in  a cup  and  metals  are  not  polymers  because  their 
molecules are not linked.

Activity 22
The teacher  explains  the  possible  origins of  polymers:  natural,  artificial  or 
synthetic. 
Students have to classify polymers from the word banc according to those 
three origins.  The numbers  in  brackets mean how many polymers of  that 
origin there are.

The answer is:

Natural origin (4) Proteins Cellulose Wood Starch
Manmade (1)    Plastics
Mixture (1)    Paper

Activity 23
The teacher explains the three types of polymers' structure: linear, branched 
and cross-linked.
Students fave to guess which structure corresponds to each picture where 
each paper  clip represents a monomer,  and the chain of  paper  clips is  a 
model for a polymer. 

Then they have to fill in the gaps of a text with the words given. The text is:

In  the  linear structure monomers  (paper  clips)  are linked end-to-end in  a 
straight chain. In the branched structure monomers are linked end-to-end 
exactly as the previous one but there are other monomers attached to any of 
the monomers that are not at the ends of the long chain. In the cross-linked 
structure there are several branched chains all linked together. 

Activity 24
In groups of 3, students have to make a model of a linear polymer, one of a 
branched polymer and another of a cross-linked polymer, as shown in the 
models. Each group will need 36 paper clips.
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Activity 25

In this activity students have to role play the three types of polymer structures. 
For the linear structure 6 student volunteers are needed, for the branched one 
12 and for the cross-linked one 16 students. In each they are being ask to 
move around the class.
They have to answer, first individually and then in pairs, some questions and 
see  the  relationship  between  structure  and  viscosity.  They  can  use  the 
writing/speaking support.

The questions and answers are:
1. In which case is it more difficult to move?It is more difficult to move in 
the cross-linked structure.

2. Is it easier to move when you are alone or when you are linked to others in 
any of the three cases? It  is easier to move when you are alone.

3. What is the property that measures the ability to flow (move)? Put in order 
the letters of ciiosstvy and you’ll find the word. VISCOSITY

4. Which is more viscous, a monomer or a polymer? A polymer.
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 8

Activity 26

Students will synthesise silly-putty in groups of 4.

Material need for each group:
- Polyvinyl acetate resin (glue)
- Water
- Borax
- 3 Styrofoam cups (labelled water, Borax and silly-putty)
- 2 Plastic spoons (one labelled Borax)
- Newspaper (put down first to protect the working surface) 

• Glue can be got at school supply stores, craft stores or food stores. 

• Food colouring can be used to create coloured silly putty. If using food  
colouring, add it to the GLUE during preparation. Adding it to the water  
will result in a mess. 

• Borax can be found in stores as a laundry detergent. 

• It is important to label anything containing or used with the borax. Only  
reuse these things with borax. Borax is very basic and will contaminate  
materials for a long time, even after cleaning. 

• Students may take their silly putty home in plastic ziploc bags. Over  
time the silly putty will dry out. 

The teacher has to explain the meaning of tbsp and tsp (table spoon or 
tea spoon). 
Students have to order the letters of bold words in the procedure.
Procedure:
- Fill the "Water" cup half way with water. Fill the "Borax" cup with 200 ml of 
water.

- In your clear “silly-putty” cup, put 2 tbsp (6 tsp) of glue. Add 4 tsp of water, 
from the water cup, to the glue. Stir. How did your glue change when you 
added the water? It suffers a physical change, solution.

- Add 1 tsp of borax to the "Borax" cup using the "Borax"  spoon. Stir until 
most of the borax is dissolved.

- Add 4 tsp of the borax solution to your glue cup using the "Borax" spoon. 
Count to three. Then gently stir your cup using your spoon. Stir thoroughly so 
that all of the glue comes into contact with the borax solution.
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- Observe what is happening. Take out the silly putty and play with it. Do not 
try to "dry" it on paper towels or newspaper because it will  stick. The silly 
putty will naturally dry out and become the correct consistency as you play 
with it. 
Once students have written the words correctly, some of them will read the 
steps and then do the experiment in their group.

Activity 27 Report  about the experiment on Silly-Putty.

The students have to write a report (using the writing support) and then read it 
aloud for the rest of the class, while the others have to follow the explanation 
and think of three good points (*) of the explanation and one point that could 
be better (-) which should be pointed out in the next grid.

Group 1 2 3 4
Clear explanation

Correction in following the steps
Concepts understanding

Other ------------------
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 9

Activity 28 Absorbent polymers. 

Students have to answer these questions:
- What properties has polyacrylate that makes it useful for nappies?   

It absorbs water
- Can you think of other properties of polymers that make them useful 

for other uses? Impermeability for raincoats, stickiness for glue,...
When manipulating sodium polyacrylate bear in mind the next safety notes.

Safety Notes: Sodium polyacrylate is toxic if swallowed and exposure to the 
eyes should be avoided.  Students should not complete preparation of  the 
activity. It should be completed by a trained professional such as a teacher. 
Sodium polyacrylate crystals can be harmful to nasal membranes, and should 
not be inhaled. Everyone who comes in contact with the sodium polyacrylate 
should keep their  hands away from their  faces. Hands should be cleaned 
immediately after exposure with moist paper towels or baby wipes, then with 
soap and water. Safety goggles should be worn when sodium polyacrylate 
crystals are being used. All materials containing sodium polyacrylate should 
be disposed by placing them in a sealed plastic container, such as a ziploc 
bag, and placed in the rubbish. This includes paper towels used to clean up, 
and the saturated nappy. Sodium polyacrylate should never be poured down 
the sink.

Obtaining of sodium polyacrylate
• Sodium polyacrylate can be ordered from scientific supply houses, or it 

can  be  obtained  from  tearing  up  a  disposable  nappy.  The  following 
procedure  is  recommended  if  sodium  polyacrylate  is  removed  from  a 
nappy. 

o Hold the nappy in a very large ziploc bag and carefully begin to 
cut away the plastic exterior covering with scissors. 

o Continue cutting the plastic covering with scissors and pulling it 
away from the nappy filling with your fingers until all the plastic is 
removed. Discard the nappie plastic covering. 

o The ziploc bag will now contain the nappie filling and crystals of 
sodium polyacrylate. With your fingers, shred the filling into very 
tiny bits,  shaking each bit  to  remove the sodium polyacrylate 
crystals. 

o Seal  the bag and shake it  several  times to  extract  all  of  the 
sodium polyacrylate. 

o Shake the sodium polyacrylate crystals into the corner of  the 
ziploc bag, and discard the nappy filling. 
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Experiment

• First  show students  the crystals  and tell  them that  this  is  the  material 
responsible for most of the absorbent properties of disposable nappies. 
The amount of sodium polyacrylate in the container, about 1/2 gram, is 
about 1/8th of the amount in one medium sized disposable nappie.

• Ask students to predict  what  will  happen when they turn the container 
upside down once water has been added to the polymer. 

Remind  students  that  this  demonstration  was  with  1/8th  the  amount  of  
sodium polyacrylate in disposable nappies. Measure 1 tsp of table salt with a  
spoon and pour it over the sodium polyacrylate gel in the cup. The gel will  
begin to "leak" water and begin to "collapse" as a gel. Tell students to think 
about why the salt had this effect on the gel as they do the activity.

• They have to separate words in a text which is:

Osmosis is the flow of a solvent (water) through a semi-permeable membrane 
(like the cell  membrane) in the direction of  the concentrated solution. The 
osmotic  flow is  usually  attributed  to  the  natural  tendency to  balance both 
solute 's side concentrations. This process is illustrated in the figure below:

• They  have  to  write  the  explanation  using  a  writing  support.  The 
explanation is as follows:

Since there is a lot of sodium inside sodium polyacrylate, distilled water has a 
strong  tendency  to  move  into  the  polymer.  When  the  water  is  inside  the 
polymer, it attaches to it by hydrogen bonding. The result is that the polymer 
absorbs a lot of water and swells, creating a gel. 

When salt is added to the gel, there is a higher concentration of salt outside 
the polymer so water tends to flow from the polymer to outside it.

Activity 29 Report

The students have to write a report (using the writing support) and then read it 
aloud for the rest of the class, while the others have to follow the explanation 
and think of three good points (*) of the explanation and one point that could 
be better (-) which should be pointed out in the next grid.

Group 1 2 3 4
Clear explanation

Correction in following the steps
Concepts understanding

Other ------------------
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 10

Activity 30 Absorbent polymers. Part II
Students have to investigate how much distilled water, tap water or salted 
water  can  be  poured  into  1  medium sized  disposable  nappy.  Disposable 
nappies  have  sodium  polyacrylate,  the  absorbent  polymer  studied  in  the 
previous lesson. 

• Give each group their materials. 
- 1 medium sized disposable nappy
- 2 plastic teaspoons  
- 2 large plastic ziploc bags 
- 1 clear plastic cup labeled at 50, 100 and 200 ml
- Either 1000 ml of distilled water, 1000 ml of tap water or 500 ml of salted 
water 
- 1 large plastic ziploc bag 
- 100 ml cylinder
• There should be at least one group with distilled water, 1 with tap water 

and 1 with salt water. 

• Have each group predict how much water their nappy will  hold and 
record their predictions. 

• Using the  pre-marked plastic  cup to  measure,  students  should  test 
their predictions. Suggest that students pour only 100 ml of water at a 
time into the nappies. 

• Properly discard all materials (in plastic ziploc bags). 
Activity 31 Thinking about absorbent polymers.

1. Students have to discuss in their group if they are true or false:

The absorbent material in disposable nappies is the polymer cellulose. F
The  absorbent  material  in  disposable  nappies  is  the  polymer  sodium 
polyacrylate. T
Water goes inside the nappy because of osmosis phenomenon. T
Water goes inside the nappy because of electronic attraction. F
Water stays inside the polymer because of hydrogen bonds. T
When distilled water is used the volume is bigger because the difference of 
salt concentration outside and inside the polymer is bigger. T
When salted water is used the volume is lower because the solution is more 
viscous. F
Urine is only composed of water. F
Urine is 95% water and 5% different salts and organic chemicals. T
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2. After checking within the plenary students have to answer these questions:

• Why are there differences in the volume found of distilled water, tap 
water or salted water? 
Because in distilled water the difference in salt concentration between 
the inside and the outside is bigger than in tap water and much bigger  
than in salty water. 

• Which substance tested is most like urine? Salty water
• What does this tell us about the actual absorbency of the nappies? 

- Nappies absorb approximately 300mL of urine.
3. Jigsaw game. 

• Students work in groups. Each group creates a paragraph of a text. 
For each sentence of the paragraph they are required to do a different 
activity. 

• There should be three groups (number 1, 2 and 3) at least. If there are 
more  than  three  groups  there  will  be  some  groups  with  the  same 
number.

• Group number 1 has the third paragraph of the text, group number 2 
has the first paragraph of the text and group number 3 has the second 
one.

• Once  they  get  the  paragraph  done,  students  are  going  to  reorder 
groups by joining one person of each group together. So now in each 
group there are persons who worked in the different paragraphs. The 
teacher gives students the paragraphs written and in the group they 
have to put them in order. 

• For each group photocopy and plastify the next paragraphs and make 
a copy of the whole text so as the students can glue it in the space 
given in handout 22.

Group number 1
When  salt  water  is  poured  onto  a  nappy  instead  of  distilled  water,  the 
tendency of water to move into the nappy is not as great, since there is salt 
both inside and outside the nappy. As a result the nappy will absorb much 
less salt water than distilled water. When 5 teaspoons of salt are dissolved in 
500 ml distilled water at room temperature, a medium sized nappy can absorb 
only about 250 ml of the salt water before it begins to "leak" water. As urine is 
more similar to salted water than distilled water the actual absorbency of a 
nappy will be closer to the salted water volume. Absorbency is the property 
that some materials have and is the capacity to retain liquids inside.
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Group number 2
The  absorbent  material  in  disposable  nappies  is  a  polymer,  sodium 
polyacrylate.  The nappy polymer is  really  a  copolymer  (2  polymers  linked 
together), and shaped like a railroad track made of sodium polyacrylate and 
bis(acrylamide). The sodium polyacrylate strands are the parallel long "rails" 
of the track, and the bis(acrylamide) makes up the railroad "ties". The polymer 
contains many groups that can absorb water by hydrogen bonding.  When 
water moves into the nappy, one of the main reasons it stays is because of 
these hydrogen bonds.

Group number 3 
The water moves into the nappy because of osmosis, the diffusion of water 
through a semipermeable membrane. Distilled water on the outside of  the 
nappy contains no sodium ions but the polymer inside has a lot of these. The 
water will move across the nappy lining to try to equalize the concentration of 
sodium on both sides of the membrane. Since there is a lot of sodium inside 
the nappy, the water has a strong tendency to move into the nappy. When the 
water is inside the nappy, it attaches to the polymer by hydrogen bonding. 
The  result  is  that  the  nappy  polymer  absorbs  a  lot  of  water  and  swells, 
creating a gel. It is estimated that the nappy polymer can hold 800 times its 
weight in distilled water. 

Whole text:
The absorbent material in disposable nappies is a polymer, sodium polyacrylate. The nappy 
polymer is really a copolymer (2 polymers linked together), and shaped like a railroad track 
made of sodium polyacrylate and bis(acrylamide). The sodium polyacrylate strands are the 
parallel long "rails" of the track, and the bis(acrylamide) makes up the railroad "ties". The 
polymer contains many groups that  can absorb water by hydrogen bonding. When water 
moves into the nappy, one of the main reasons it stays is because of these hydrogen bonds.

The  water  moves  into  the  nappy  because  of  osmosis,  the  diffusion  of  water  through  a 
semipermeable membrane. Distilled water on the outside of the nappy contains no sodium 
ions but the polymer inside has a lot of these. The water will move across the nappy lining to 
try to equalize the concentration of sodium on both sides of the membrane. Since there is a 
lot of sodium inside the nappy, the water has a strong tendency to move into the nappy. 
When the water is inside the nappy, it attaches to the polymer by hydrogen bonding. The 
result  is  that  the nappy polymer absorbs a  lot  of  water  and swells,  creating  a  gel.  It  is 
estimated that the nappy polymer can hold 800 times its weight in distilled water. 

When salt water is poured onto a nappy instead of distilled water, the tendency of water to 
move into the nappy is not as great, since there is salt both inside and outside the nappy. As 
a result the nappy will absorb much less salt water than distilled water. When 5 teaspoons of 
salt are dissolved in 500 mL distilled water at room temperature, a medium sized nappy can 
absorb only about 250 mL of the salt water before it begins to "leak" water. As urine is more 
similar to salted water than distilled water the actual absorbency of a nappy will be closer to 
the salted water volume. Absorbency is the property that some materials have and is the 
capacity to retain liquids inside.
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 11

Giving shape to plastics. 

Activity 32 Manufacturing processes.
With  the  information  given  in  the  powerpoint  presentation  (Manufacturing 
processes)  students have to fill  in the table below. They have to say if the 
process uses a mould or not,  if  extrusion is present  in the process, if  the 
plastic is molten, and give one example of objects made by this process.

Process Mould? Extruder 
present?

Molten 
plastic?

Example of 
objects

Extrusion No Yes Yes tubes

Injection 
moulding

Yes Yes Yes boxes

Blow moulding Yes Yes Yes bottles

Immersion 
moulding

Yes No Yes gloves

Mangling No No Yes  plates

Foaming Yes  No Yes insulating 
materials

Vacuum 
forming

Yes No No egg cartons 

After checking the information written in the table above, work in pairs and ask 
and answer the next questions. First orally and then write down the answers 
(full sentences):
1. In which process is the plastic cold? In none of them is the plastic cold.
2. Which processes use molten plastic?    All the processes except vacuum 
forming use molten plastic
3.  Which  processes use softened plastic?  Vacuum forming uses softened 
plastic
4. In which processes is pressure important?  In vacuum forming, injection 
moulding and blow moulding.
5. Why is pressure important in those processes? The molten plastic adapts 
to the mould in injection and blow moulding with pressure (plunger or air) and  
with vacuum the softened plastic adapts to the mould.
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6. Which processes don’t  use a mould?  Mangling and extrusion don’t use 
moulds.
7. Which processes use an extruder? Extrusion, injection and blow moulding 
use an extruder.

8. What object can be made by  

a) extrusion
b) injection moulding
c) blow moulding
d) immersion moulding
e) mangling
f) foaming
g) vacuum forming

?

(name of an object)     can be made by

a) extrusion
b) injection moulding
c) blow moulding
d) immersion moulding
e) mangling
f) foaming
g) vacuum forming

a) Tubes can be made by extrusion 
b) Boxes can be made by injection moulding.
c) Bottles can be made by blow moulding.
d) Washing gloves can be made by immersion moulding.
e) Plates can be made by mangling.
f) Insulating materials can be made by foaming.
g) Egg cartons can be made by vacuum forming.

Put the vowels needed in order to have the name of the seven processes 
studied:
1. injection moulding     2. immersion moulding        3.  foaming
4. extrusion       5. vacuum forming     6. mangling        7. blow moulding

Next to each object put the number corresponding to the process used 
to obtain it:
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 12

Giving shape to plastics. 

Activity 33 Simulation of manufacturing processes.

Students make 4 groups.

Each group is going to do a simulation of a manufacturing process studied in 
the previous lesson and then report it to the rest of the class. The teacher will 
do two more simulations.
In order to understand the concept of  simulation students have to find out 
three sentences by ordering words, introducing vowels or ordering parts of a 
sentence. The three sentences are written below:

A simulation is a model
The simulation is not the real process.
We use simulation experiments to better understand processes that can’t be 
done in the technology class.

First, each group does a simulation and answer the questions.

First simulation: Group 1 

Follow the steps and answer:

1. Fill the syringe with play dough. 
2. Insert the plunger and put pressure on it.

- What happens?
Play dough goes out the syringe.

- What is the shape of the play dough when it goes out from the syringe?
A long cylindrical shape.

- Which is the manufacturing process simulated in this activity?
Extrusion.

- Do you remember what objects can be made by this method?
Pipes and tubes.
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Second simulation: Group 2

Follow the steps and answer:

1. Take  a plastic bottle and make a small hole at the bottom.
2. Insert a balloon and blow it up inside and keep it blown up.

- What is the shape of the blown up balloon?
That of the plastic bottle.

- What property does the plastic material of the balloon have that allows 
to do that kind of transformation?
Elasticity.

- What kind of transformation does this experience simulate?
Blow moulding.

- Imagine now, that instead of a balloon you have a hot narrow plastic 
tube, softened and closed at one end. What would happen if you blew 
inside the tube up?
It would also adapt to the bottle’s shape.

- What would happen once the plastic cooled down?
It will keep the bottle’s shape.

Third simulation: Group 3

Follow the steps and answer:

1. Fill a glass with approximately 100mL of water. 
2. Add a bit of liquid soap and stir it.
3. With a straw blow inside.

- What can you observe?
A foam is created.

- What does the water with soap represent?
Molten plastic

- What is the simulated method?
Foaming.

- Do you remember what objects can be made by this method?
Matresses, cushions, insulating material, sponges,...
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Fourth simulation: Group 4

Follow the steps and answer:

1. Put a bit of play dough on the table.
2. Wet  a glass bottle with liquid soap, in order to prevent play dough from 

sticking.
3. Put pressure to the play dough making circular movements with the 

bottle.
4. Repeat this movement until you have a thin layer of play dough.

- What is the simulated method?
Mangling.

- What does the bottle represent? And the play dough?
The bottle represents the cylinders and play dough the molten plastic.

- Do you remember what objects can be made by this method?
Sheets and plates.

Fifth simulation: Teacher

The  teacher  will  do  the  simulation  below  while  you  answer  the  following 
questions: 

1. Liquid  caramel  preparation:  gently  heating  1kg  sugar  with  a  bit  of 
water,  stirring  without  stopping  until  sugar  has  melted  and  an 
homogeneous mixture is obtained. Turn off heat.

2. Wash an apple and knock a wood stick in at the bottom.
3. Sink the apple in the molten sugar. Take the apple out and let it cool 

down on vegetal paper.

- What’s the shape the caramel has taken?
The one of the apple.

- What does the apple represent? And the molten sugar?
The  apple  represents  the  mould  and  the  molten  sugar  the  molten  
plastic.

- What is the simulated method?
Immersion moulding.

- Do you remember what objects can be made by this method?
Washing gloves, tool handles, covers,...
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Activity 34  Students have to report  about the simulation of  different 
manufacturing processes of plastics. Each group has either a spokes 
person or they do the presentation together.

Students write down a report taking into account the four points:
1. what has been simulated.
2. what materials they were given.
3. what steps they followed.
4. the answer to the questions in their simulation. 

They  read  or  explain  it  to  the  rest  of  the  class,  making  sure  the  others 
understand so as they can answer the questions in the simulation. The rest of 
the  class  has  to  follow  the  explanation,  answering  the  questions  in  the 
corresponding  simulation  and  thinking  of  three  good  points  (*)  of  the 
explanation and one point that could be better (-).

Group 1 2 3 4
Clear explanation

Correct process in following the steps
Understanding of the main concepts

Other ------------------
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 13

Giving shape to plastics. 

Activity 35. a)  First the teacher make the students guess, by filling in the 
chart below.  b)The teacher is going to show the students some of the tools 
and  machines  used  in  the  technology  classroom.  At  the  same  time  the 
teacher shows a powerpoint presentation (tools and machines for plastics).
c) Students have to fill in the chart with the name of the tool or the machine 
and its use by introducing vowels (name) and putting words in order (use):

PICTURE NAME USE

RULER
Measuring and drawing 

lines.

ENGINEER’S SQUARE
Marking lines at right 

angles to the edge and 
checking right angles.

DIVIDERS

Transferring 
measurements and 

marking out arcs and 
circles

TRIMMING KNIFE
Cutting and marking.

COPING SAW
Cutting curves in wood 

and plastics.

HACKSAW Cutting metals and 
plastics.
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PICTURE NAME USE

FILES Polishing and smoothing.

PILLAR DRILL
Drilling holes.

BRADAWL Marking small holes.

CLAMP Holding work together.

ENGINEER’S VICE Holding work together.

FOLDING MACHINE Folding plastics.

VACUUM FORMER Moulding plastics with 
vacuum.

d) Check students’ work in the plenary.
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Activity 36. Which tool or machine would you use for...?

Students work in groups of 4. Cards game. 

In this game there are 39 cards: 13 with the drawing of a tool or machine, 13 
with the name of the tool or machine and 13 with the operation these tools or 
machines can be used for. The teacher will hand out the 39 cards between 
the students of each group.

They have to make as many families as they can: a family is a group of three 
cards: drawing, name and use of a tool or machine. 

Student number 1 asks anyone in his group (student 2) for a particular card. If 
student  2  has the card he  has to  give it  to  student  1  and student  1  can 
continue asking for cards until someone doesn’t have the required card. When 
the person asked doesn’t have the card he continues the game. The person 
who has more families wins. When someone completes a family he has to 
show it to the others to check if it is correct.

In the next pages there are the cards, they should be photocopied 4-5 times, 
depending on the number of students you have in the class, and then plastify 
them so they can be reused several times.
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ENGINEER’S SQUARE

TRIMMING KNIFE

RULER

DIVIDERS

COPING SAW

HACKSAW FILES
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PILLAR DRILL BRADAWL

CLAMP

FOLDING MACHINE

Measuring and drawing 
lines

Transferring 
measurements and 

marking out arcs and 
circles

Cutting and marking

Marking lines at right 
angles to the edge and 
checking right angles

VACUUM FORMER

ENGINEER’S VICE
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Polishing and 
smoothing

Drilling holes

Marking small holes Holding work together

Moulding plastics with 
vacuum

Holding work together Folding plastics

Cutting metals and 
plastics

Cutting curves in wood 
and plastics
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 14

Giving shape to plastics. 

Activity 35. Using the folding machine.

Students  work  individually.  The  teacher  should  have  the  plastic  sheets 
prepared.

1st.  They have to  decide  which  object  they  are  going  to  make.  It  can  be 
anything they like but some of the possibilities are:

- book holder
- picture frame
- hanger
- Other: __________

2nd. Design their object. For example: if they want to do a book holder, which 
shape they would like, if they want to do a picture frame what measures,... 
In a white piece of paper they draw their design and write the measures of the 
plastic sheet they need. They have to decide where they are going to fold the 
sheet and which folding angle.

3rd. They have to take the plastic sheet and mark with a trimming knife the 
lines of their design:

- the shape for a book holder.
- the lines where they want to fold it.

4th. They do the folding process:

a) Place the folding machine in  a  plane and roomy 
surface in order to work comfortably. Switch it on. 
The red light will be on.

b) Once the filament is hot, after 5 minutes more or 
less, the folding machine is ready to be used.

c) Situate  correctly  the  stoppers  in  order  to  do  a 
correct folding.

d) Situate  the  plastic  sheet  in  such  a  way  that  the 
folding line coincides with the hot filament.

e) Once the plastic softens you can fold it with your 
hands if it is a 360º angle or with a calibre with the 
desired angle fixed.

Tell students: Be careful!! Don’t burn yourself!!! 
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As the folding machine can only be used by one person at the same time, 
three  students  can  be  in  the  folding  machine  and  the  rest  can  do  some 
listening or talking extra activities. They can play any of the cards games they 
have already played as a revision, they can fill in the gaps of song lyrics,... 
Working in pairs one reads a story and the other listens and try to understand.

Activity 38. Reporting their design.

What should it be in the report?

- Front page: title, name, course and date of the handing out.
- Index.
- General description of the design.
- Picture/s of the design.
- Tools, machines and materials used (a list).
- Steps followed.
- Evaluation (how did they work, what did they like most/least, what 

could be improved,...).
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Teacher notes

Lesson plan 15

Giving shape to plastics. 

Activity  39.  Using  the  vacuum  former.  Students  work  individually. 
Instructions:
1st. You have to decide which design are you going to give to your mould. It 
can be anything you like, but keep inside the measures the teacher tells you.
 
2nd. Draw your design in a sheet of paper. Cut it with the scissors. This is your 
model.

3rd.  Draw your  model  three  or  four  times  on  cardboard.  Cut  them with  a 
trimming knife.

4th.  On a  rectangular  cardboard  surface  with  the  appropriate  measures  (it 
depends  on  your  vacuum  former,  the  teacher  will  tell  you  that)  glue  the 
different cardboard layers you have just cut.

5th.  Put  plaster around the cardboard layers, being sure no holes are left. 
Grease your mould with recycled oil and a brush.

6th. Do the moulding process:

a) Switch on the vacuum former and wait 
15 minutes to get it ready. Insert your 
mould.

b) Correctly subject the plastic sheet with 
the clamp ring, avoiding air inputs in 
the whole perimeter of the clamp ring.

c) Heat  the  plastic  sheet  with  the 
vacuum  former  resistances  until  it 
softens. Then remove the resistances. 

d) Switch  the  vacuum  pump  on.  The 
plastic will adapt to your mould.

e) Wait  a  few  seconds,  switch  the 
vacuum  pump  off,  give  pressure 
blowings of air to help the separation 
of the plastic and the mould.

            Be careful!! Don’t burn yourself!!! 
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The design and building of the mould will take the students 3 or 4 hours.
While they are doing that, in order to avoid always talking in catalan, they can 
listen to a song or to a story read by the teacher.

As the vacuum former can only be used by one person at the same time, 
three  students  can  be  in  the  vacuum  former  and  the  rest  can  do  some 
listening or talking extra activities. They can play any of the cards games they 
have already played as a revision, they can fill in the gaps of song lyrics,... 
Working in pairs one reads a story and the other listens and try to understand.

Activity 40. Reporting their design.

What should it be in the report?

- Front page: title, name, course and date of the handing out.
- Index.
- General description of the design.
- Picture/s of the design.
- Tools, machines and materials used (a list).
- Steps followed.
- Evaluation (how did they work, what did they like most/least, what 

could be improved,...).
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Activity 1. Powerpoint presentation-1 
 

.

ARE METALS BETTER THAN PLASTICS?
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